
MRCS185
MediaRange HDMI™ to DVI Connection Cable, 2.0m, Black

MediaRange HDMI™ to DVI Connection Cables are engineered to deliver stunning visuals and
seamless connectivity for your audio-visual experience, whether for entertainment, gaming, or
professional presentations. Our wide range of dependable high quality cables guarantees a
reliable and efficient connectivity solution for various applications.

 

Technical Specs:

Cable Type: HDMI™ to DVI Connection Cable
Connector A: HDMI-Plug, 19-Pin
Connector B: DVI-D-Plug, 19-Pin (18+1), Digital Dual Link,
Screwable
Supports 1080p Full HD
Gold-Plated Contacts
AWG: 30 (0,255mm diameter)
High-quality shielding for low-loss signal transmission
Shape: Round



Length: 2.0m
Color: Black

Note:

HDMI™ and the logo are registered trademarks of the HDMI L.L.C.



FEATURES

High Definition Video and Audio Transmission: Supports the transmission of high-definition
video and audio signals, allowing you to connect various devices such as TVs, Blu-ray
players, gaming consoles, and computers.
Resolution Support: The cables can transmit video resolutions up to 1080p (Full HD),
providing crisp and clear images for your viewing pleasure.
DVI-D-Plug-19-Pin (18+1), Digital Dual Link: Equipped with 19-pin connectors in a 18+1
configuration, this cable supports Digital Dual Link technology and effectively doubles the
transmission power for improved digital signal transmission.
Durable Design: The cable is high-quality shielded and designed in a round shape. This
combination ensures enhanced protection against electromagnetic interference, maintaining a
stable and reliable connection.
Deep Color and x.v.Color Support: Supports Deep Color and x.v.Color technologies, allowing
for more vibrant and lifelike color reproduction in supported content.
2.0m Length: Providing a suitable and practical length for connecting devices over short to
medium distances.

APPLICATIONS

Home Entertainment: Perfect for connecting a video device with a monitor, TV, computer and
other devices.
Gaming: Delivering optimal performance and reliability for an excellent gaming experience.
Business: Professional Presentations with reliable connectivity for projectors and displays.

EAN Code Piece:4260459615392

EAN Code Carton:4260459615408
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